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ABSTRACT

Blockchain since 2009 has been gaining more popularity in various fields to use in numerous applications 
to overcome the security issues such as privacy, transparency, and mutability of data in the process of 
data sharing. Process of data sharing has many addressed and unaddressed challenges such as infor-
mation encryption and decryption, data authentication, storage security, latency time, transfer speed of 
data, detecting malicious nodes, prevent the computer system from attacks, trust in the sharing process. 
In this chapter, the authors have reviewed the data sharing paper based on blockchain technology and 
presented the analysis of various techniques used in the information sharing process. The comprehensive 
analysis is categorizing in the following areas like incentive mechanism-based work, IoT-based data 
sharing, healthcare data sharing, and internet of vehicle data sharing using blockchain.
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INTRODUCTION

In the recent era of Big Data development with the advancement in information and communication 
technology the rate of growing data and digital resources has been grown exponentially. Storing these 
data has become important for customer and business organizations (Feng et al., 2019). One of the ways 
to control the growth rate of data to reduce the same information creation is through the data sharing 
process in various organizations such as health care, academic, financial sector, etc. Data sharing has many 
uses in various fields such as healthcare, the internet of things, smart devices, and internet of vehicles, 
supply chains, and logistic networks. In data sharing, secure data sharing is necessary to achieve security 
goals like confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, transparency, and privacy of the data. 
These problems can be overcome by using blockchain technology in making data sharing transparent, 
immutable, decentralized storage, integrity protected, and confidentiality. The feature of transparency and 
immutability of blockchain made it most popular to deploy or integrate into secure data sharing. Block-
chain technology is based on the three pillars that are distributed ledger, peer-to-peer communication, 
and consensus protocol. These are the core of this technology that makes it more secure and transparent 
(McGhin et al., 2019). In this survey study, we have reviewed the blockchain used data sharing papers 
and analyses various methods used by the early researcher for secure data sharing to resolve the privacy 
concern by using some cryptographic techniques.

OUR CONTRIBUTION

In this research paper we have reviewed the work of data sharing using blockchain technology, to get a 
research trends of various security mechanism used in blockchain for information sharing. We found that 
in our study most of the author described comprehensive overview of secure data sharing by proposed 
method such as incentive mechanism, privacy preserving scheme, dynamic data access control policy, 
secret sharing schemes and some attribute based encryption technique. In this paper we demonstrated 
the summary of existing work and methods used in blockchain to secure data sharing. Shown existing 
work, pros and cons of early research work in areas of healthcare data sharing and IoT device-based data 
sharing, incentive-based data sharing and various industrial application.

MOTIVATION

As mentioned above security challenges faced by centralized authority such as single point of failure may 
lead to the collapse of all data, high sharing cost, reduce manual verification (Goyal et al., 2018), reduce 
wastage of time, brings transparency and immutability in the system encourage us to work on secure data 
sharing among the peer to peer or decentralize environment by integrating blockchain technology and 
smart contact functionality (Mohanta et al., 2019). Since the inception of blockchain technology came 
into existence these have brought some potential solutions that may be overcome by using blockchain 
in various emerging fields of information technology.
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